
Montacute House 

Tuesdays 2, 9, 16, 23 August 2011

Join us at Montacute House for a series of 
fascinating lectures exploring Tudor and Jacobean 
costume and portraiture, Elizabeth I’s travels 
around England and technology and innovation. 
With Adam Hart-Davis, Jonathan Foyle, Jenny 
Tiramani and Tarnya Cooper.

Imagined Lives: 
Mystery Portraits
Summer Lecture Series



	

If you’d like this 
information in an 
alternative format, please 
call 01935 823289 or e-mail 
montacute@nationaltrust.
org.uk

The Progresses of Queen Elizabeth I
Dr Jonathan Foyle
Tuesday 9 August, 2–3pm 

So many of the courtier houses of Elizabeth I’s reign were built 
in the possibility that she would visit. Jonathan Foyle focuses 
on Elizabeth I and her travels around the country, referring 
to the excavation of two houses she would have known 
through visiting. Jonathan recently presented ‘Climbing Great 
Buildings’ on BBC2. He has worked on the conservation and 
presentation of Hampton Court and currently serves as CEO 
of World Monuments Fund Britain.

What Their Dress Reveals 
Jenny Tiramani
Tuesday 2 August, 2–3pm

A talk and dressing demonstration exploring the messages 
given by the clothes of unknown sitters in the Montacute 
portraits. Jenny Tiramani has worked as a Costume and Stage 
Designer since 1977. She is the former Director of Theatre 
Design at Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and received the 
Laurence Oliver Award for Best Costume Design in 2003, 
for the Globe’s production of ‘Twelfth Night’. 

The Secret Lives of Portraits of Elizabeth I: 
New research from the National Portrait Gallery
Dr Tarnya Cooper
Tuesday 16 August, 2–3pm

Tarnya Cooper, Curator of Sixteenth Century Collections at 
the National Portrait Gallery discusses recent research using 
technical analysis, which has helped to provide new evidence 
about artists and their workshops, the condition and 
treatment of paintings across time and new information on 
the techniques and production of portraits of Elizabeth I.

My Tudor Heroes 
Adam Hart-Davis 
Tuesday 23 August, 3–4pm 

The Tudor period saw feats of innovation, from the printing 
of the first English bible to the casting of the first iron cannon, 
not to mention the shipping of stale human urine to the north 
coast of Yorkshire to feed the country’s first chemical industry. 
This talk describes some of these achievements and the people 
who brought them about. Adam Hart-Davis works as a 
freelance photographer, writer and broadcaster. He has 
presented many television programmes including ‘What the 
Tudors and Stuarts did for us’. 
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            Booking essential
            Tickets £10 (this includes the
            opportunity to explore the house).    
            Contact Montacute House on  
                                   01935 823289. Space is limited 
            so please book early to avoid 
            disappointment.

            House opening hours
            March - 30 October 2011. 
            Closed on all Tuesdays except    
            2, 9, 16, 23 August. 
See www.nationaltrust.org.uk for more details.
         
Access
This display is on the second floor, which is accessed by uneven
staircases. Due to the historic nature of the building, there is no lift.

Imagined Lives: Mystery Portraits from the 
National Portrait Gallery, c.1540-1640 
Until 31 October 2011

This partnership display explores portraits from the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries from the National Portrait Gallery, 
of sitters whose identities were uncertain. Students 
undertaking an MA in Art History at the University of Bristol 
worked with the Gallery to research these mysterious portraits 
in detail and this display presents their findings. Inspired by 
these mystery portraits, internationally renowned authors John 
Banville, Tracy Chevalier, Julian Fellowes, Terry Pratchett, Sarah 
Singleton, Joanna Trollope and Minette Walters have imagined 
what the lives of these sitters might have been like. These 
fictional biographies and character sketches accompany the 
exhibition. www.npg.org.uk


